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Motivation for Automatic Metadata Extraction 
-- in general -- 

 problem / motivation 

 huge quantities of content, but  

 no or few metadata, 

 manual annotation too costly, 

 erroneous metadata, 

 incomplete metadata 

 

 approach 

 extract metadata directly from A/V content via signal analysis 

 translate low-level content features to higher-level semantics 

 combine metadata from different semantic levels and origin 
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 Signal processing + machine learning 

 

A/V Content Analysis 
 
Analysis of audio-visual content with digital signal processing 

 

 

 

input 

results 
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Image Analysis 
some descriptors 

 color descriptors 

 scalable color 

 dominant color 

 blueness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

application of scalable color descriptor 

visualisation of edge histogram descriptor 

 texture descriptors 

 edge histogram 

 tamura 

 gabor block 
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What metadata do the FhGs tools generate in IMC? 

 they produce a lot of data ;-) 

 on various levels of semantic  mainly low level 

 not necessarily directly interpretable by a human! 

 

 the data can help e.g. to  

 segment a video, 

 give information about the quality of a video  
e.g. coding artifacts, interlacing, freezes, exposure, steadiness, etc. 

 give information about the camera motion of a video, 

 point to interesting points  in time in a video, 

 point to interesting spatial regions over time in a video , 

 

 the automatically produced meta data will always have a uncertainty! 

 see D7.1 Report on State of the Art for moving image analys is  
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How can this meta data be used? 

 in order to exploit, understand,  validate!? and amend!? this data it 
needs to be 

 stored in a queryable manner, 

 queried through understandable interfaces, 

 visualized in a way that reduces its complexity 

 heat maps, 

 region overlays, 

 shot boundary frames, 

 … 

 

 extracted data can (should) be (automatically) combined with other 
metadata, e.g. manual annotations 
 
 see MiCO project: 
Cross-media analysis solutions for online multimedia producers 
http://www.mico-project.eu/ 
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Example - Temporal Video Segmentation 

 shot detection: find time stamps where video have been „cut“ 

 key frame detection: find time stamps of frames that have „high 
importance“ (is the low level sense of motion, structure, color, etc.) 

visualisation inspired by DFI foyer art 

mary_och_doug: 
some shot boundary frames 
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Example – Quality Control 

 detection of errors and quality issues in A/V content 

 blocking, blurring, freezes, black screens, black bars,o ver/under exposure…  

 e.g. interlacing artifacts in progressive video: 
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Example – Video Quality cont’d 

 interlacing artifacts are detected in every frame and a binary result 
(artifacts exist / do not exist) is given 

 could either be visualized  
in the video context (see example) 

 could be highlighted on a heat map 

 could be flagged on a shot basis 

 could be flagged on a video file basis 

 

 This applies basically to all kinds of quality features, yet some are not 
binary but give a “percentage” per frame 

 

 example: mary_och_doug_viz_interlace_cut.mp4 

 

 

mary_och_doug_viz_interlace_cut.mp4
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Example – Object Detection / Recognition 

 detection: annotate regions of an object class  
e.g. face, person, car, skyscraper, palace in each frame of a video 

 advanced: track the object over time: i.e. giving it an unique ID over 
multiple frames but without knowing it‘s identity 

 recognition: identify an individual instance of an object class  
(the face of Christian, the Eiffel tower) 

 based on machine learning  
 requires well selected and well annotated training data! 

 first experimental detection tool output 
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Example – Object Detection / Recognition cont’d 

 we may try  to recognize about 30-40 buildings in IMC but we need 

 200 or more images of each building (different perspectives, etc.) 

 hand drawn regions  around the object of interest 

 a label for each of the region  
for training purposes! 

 

Example: 

mary_och_doug_object_detection.mp4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mary_och_doug_object_detection.mp4
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Example – Video Motion Analysis 

 estimate and classify global camera motion into pan, tilt and zoom  
for each frame depending on prev. frames 
  again a single value/classification for every frame 

 could either be visualized in the video context 

 could be highlighted on a heat map 

 could be flagged on a shot basis  
(although motion may change within a shot) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: mary_och_doug_xymotion_cut.mp4 

 

 

 

global motion: Zoom 

mary_och_doug_xymotion_cut.mp4
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Conclusion 

 To the archives / users: 

 We can provide a lot of (hopefully correct) meta data. 

 We need your ideas and visions on what you could do with it! 

 We need your ideas and vision on how you could imagine to interact 
with such kind of meta data! 

 We may prioritize or extend one topic but may have to reduce our 
efforts in a different topic then! 

 

 To the IMC system implementers: 

 We need a technical solutions that can 
store, link and visualize such meta data and make it queryable 

 We can transform our tools output to such a data base to some 
extend; provide that there exist a clear specification and an 
interface 
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Thank you! 

 

Contact: 

Uwe Kühhirt 

uwe.kuehhirt@idmt.fraunhofer.de  

+49 3677 467-205 
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